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Labware, leader in the POS solutions market for the hospitality sector, 
takes part in the 39th edition of Sigep, showcasing its latest products.  
The focus will be on the top-of-the-range POS systems, customized for ice-

cream, bakery and pastry shops, which combine advanced functionality, 
design and performance: 

- NOVA, POS system offering maximum reliability and extraordinary 
performance, equipped with a 15’’ display with new generation projected 
capacitive multi-touch technology, which provides unprecedented usability 

and fluidity.  
- IQ, ultra-compact system offering high computing capabilities and 

extremely intuitive graphic interface, equipped with a built-in thermal 
printer perfectly integrating style and functionality. 
The spotlight will be on the revolutionary Papirus handheld device, the 

highly innovative product created by Labware R&D, which employs patent-
pending technologies and represents an epic evolution for restaurant 

wireless ordering: Papirus is the first hospitality handheld with a super e-
paper dual-mode color display, which ensures a perfect readability in any 
lighting condition and boasts other unique features such as the ultra-light 

and ultra-strong material, the ingenious authentication mechanism and the 
extraordinary battery life. 
Additional great news from Labware at Sigep 2018 is represented by the 
new 4Order app, the professional solution for restaurants, bakeries, 
cafeterias, ice-cream and pastry shops to receive online take-out orders.  

A customized, modern and user-friendly service which allows businesses 
offering to-go food, to increase productivity and sales, reach a wider 

market and build customer loyalty. 
Using the app, customers can order quickly and easily in few clicks from 

their smartphone, tablet or PC, choosing the pick-up time and avoiding 
queues and waiting time. 
Menu is always updated, the management has full control on dishes, 

prices, orders and service, and full autonomy in managing all aspects of 
the service to maximize efficiency (opening and closing time for online 

orders, production capacity per time slots on a weekly basis, deactivation 
of the online ordering module, etc.). Additional ordering functionalities are 
available in accordance with the business needs, such as group orders, 

beach and school ordering, company lunch for co-workers. 
4Order is perfectly integrated with the Labware system, with all the 

advantages of the Cloud technology but it’s also available as a stand-alone 
solution, usable with just a Labware web printer. 
The list of news doesn’t end here and we’ll be pleased to welcome you at 

Labware stand 009 hall A4 to show the full range of our products and 
answer any question you may have. 
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